
Christians struggle today with grasping and communicating the biblical constructs of
false gods, fallen spirits, and demons. Those outside the Christian faith who reject the
supernatural, including God and his angelic spirits, just as surely reject that the heavenly
realm might include demonic spirits. But it’s not just those outside the Christian faith
who find a hard time countenancing these other-realm entities, these spiritual beings,
whether good or evil. Immersed in today’s materialistic society and culture, Christians
hesitate to apply those ancient biblical constructs within their own working, modern
worldview. Oh sure, Catholics may speak quietly of exorcisms, and Pentecostals may
keep minds open to more of the spirit realm, but mainline evangelicals? Not so much.

Yet a movement seems afoot to bring the ancients and moderns
together in acknowledgment of this spiritual realm, through a
more-nuanced language referring to these powers, principalities,
dark-world rulers, or evil spirits, using the modern translations of
the ancient terms with which the apostle Paul referred to them.
Strangely enough, even cognitive scientists, who tend to resist
anything spiritual or even metaphysical, are finding reason to
consider their possibility. “Parasitic processes,” for instance, is one
of those nuanced phrases some psychologists and other scientists
use potentially to refer to what Jesus straight-up called demons. A
parasite is an entity that feeds off its host, gaining from its host

necessary energy. Some who study human psychology and behavior today speak of
something like a power, construct, or influence that not only seems to fall upon and
debilitate an individual but also draw sufficient energy from that individual to expand its
influence to others.

Perhaps it’s only manipulating language. But it’s nonetheless a step in the direction of
Christians having meaningful conversations with those outside the faith about an
important aspect, indeed a core aspect, of the Christian worldview. The Bible teaches
from cover to cover that creation has far more to it than we can see. Powers,
principalities, evil spirits, and demons don’t seem quite so unimaginable when one looks
directly and carefully at human behavior, employing a sensitively neutral language that
opens up the possibilities of things that exist but that we do not see. One doesn’t have to
reject rationality to countenance the Bible’s supernatural phenomenon. One may just need
a more sensitive language and faithful science for others to see the way.


